These notes describe at

level
high
very
how a collection of human readable source
code files are transformed into a binary file
that can be executed and explain various
concepts related to how a program is executed
by a computer CPU cores memory processes
threads etc
a

1

Source

Code

def A program is a
sequence of instructions that
a computer can execute

note In
is used in

section

the above definition
a

colloquial

instruction

is

sense

used

as

instruction
In the next
a technical term

def A programming language is a written language
i e
a specification of how letters and symbols

be combined to
may
convey meaning
humans use to write programs
ex

Jef

Ctt

and Python

we

that

that

programming languages

human readable
and writeable is called source code Source code
files are text files and are written in a
language such as Ctt
programming
Computer code

is

note Ctt
extension

typically

code files typically havethe
h Python source code files

source

app or
the extension
use

py

a
def In Ctt
declaration is a statement
that introduces a name into a program
and describes its type A declaration is needed
by the compiler to accept references to a
name
later on in the text of a program

ex

extern int x
int add function

kno
int

memory

allocated

int

class foe
def In

Ctt

that implements

a
or

definition
instantiates

is
a

statement

a

name

ex

A memory allocated
int add function Cinta int 6
int

x

class too

public

int bar

return

at

6

Jef Initialization is when
given its first value

a

variable

is

ex

int

x

int

y

9

2

A declaration definition initialization

I

A declaration definition
Y initializaton

def A file
header

or

h

called a
header file and usually contains the

with

a

extension

is

following
function declarations and very short

function definitions
class definitions with longer methods

only declared

file
and usually contains function definitions

def A Cpp file

is

called

a

source

def An include directive

which

is

of the

form
include my header h
tells the preprocessor to replace the include
directive with the contents of my heater h
note Every Ctt

named

main

when the
in

a

which

program

file named

must have a function
executed automatically

program
is

is
main

run

app

It

is

often defined

Binary Code

2

def An instruction set architecture ISA is
abstract model of a computer that defines
supported instructions data types registers how
memory
of

a

is

addressed and other fundamental features

computer

Jef An implementation of an ISA
is
a
device that executes instructions described by
such as a central processing
that ISA
unit CPU
ex

The Intel

implements

the

Core i 7

x86

CPU

ISA

in

my laptop

def An

ISA defines a machine language
that consists of a fixed number of instructions
each of which performs

task

some

basic computational

an

Here are some operations that instructions
an
ISA
might carry out
copy data from a memory address to a register

ex
in

or

vice

versa

read or write data to a hardware device
add subtract multiply divide the value of two
registers and place the result in one of the two
branch to another instruction in the
move
program and begin executing instructions there
the
call another block of code while

saving
location of the next instruction as
point to return to

Instructions
digits that include
def

l

are

encoded

as

substrings

as

a

strings of binary

An opcode which defines the instruction

to be

performed
2 Operands

which include register addresses memory
addresses and constant values

have fixed length instructions
note An ISA
may
or instructions of
various lengths

ex

x86 has

I byte

instructions that range from

15 bytes

Jef Machine code

in

length

sequence of instructions
encoded as binary strings as discussed above that
can be directly executed by the CPU
is

a

Jef Object code is machine code that includes
references to entities that it does not define itself

def Executable code
no

is

unresolved references

machine code

and

can

that has

actually be

executed
def Assembly code is code written in an assembly
language It is low level and human readable
Roughly speaking there is a l I correspondence
between assembly code statements and machine
code instructions
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Preprocessing Compilation

Linking

A collection of

header and

including

cpp file

a

main

single executable file

source

files

transformed into
three steps

is

in

a

The collection of files is processed by
the preprocessor which replaces comments
with whitespace executes preprocessor directives
such as
include directives and performs some
of the files
basic

parsing

note

include directives

are

processed recursively

Jef A translation unit is a
after it has been preprocessed

source

file C app

Then the compiler transforms compiles
each translation unit into an object file
consisting of object code As part of the compilation
process the compiler performs checks to ensure
that the source code is valid according to the
specification of the Ctt language or of whatever

language you

working with

are

Object files have

a

0

extension

in

linux

Finally the linker combines links all of
the o files together into a single executable
file
Executable files

The linker
files C

as

input

a

don't

have extensions

in

Linux

also take static library
and shared object files C so

can

and

can

produce them

as

output

Jef A static library file C a contains a
collection of O
files When a a file is passed
to the linker as input a selection of the O
files it contains are copied and literally included
in the executable file that is created

def A shared object file C so or dynamically
linked library also contains a collection of.o files
When a so file is passed to the linker a
reference to the

so

file

included in the

is

executable file that is created At runtime
the necessary o files are read into memory
so file
from the

note An executable file can only be created
of
one
as a result of the build process if
the

source

files

contains

a

function named

main
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CPUs

def A central processing unit Pu is the piece
of computer hardware that executes the
instructions defined

have several
Jef

A

CPU

that executes

cores

by

core

is

one

or

instructions at the

an

a

same

ISA

Modern CPUs

hardware
piece of computer
of
more
sequences

time

def The ability of a CPU core to execute
multiple sequences of instructions threads at
the same time is called simultaneous
multi threading SMT or hyperthreading
note A CPU core that employs SMT shares
the core's computational resources
such as
caches instruction decoders and functional units
like ALYS and FPUs between the threads

that

it

is

executing

ex

Consider

a

CPU core with SMT support
ALU which supports integer

that has one
operations and one FPU which supports floating
one containing
point operations Two threads
exclusively integer multiplication instructions and
the other containing only floating point
multiplication instructions would execute

just

fast't

this single core as they
would on two separate cores of the same design
since the ALU and FPU can execute instructions
This example is extremely simplistic
independently
and this claim is likely not look true due
to overhead required to support SMT and other
as

considerations

on

on
note Because multiple threats
a
single
running
core share that core's
resources
they do not run
in a
truly parallel fashion as they would if they

Suppose a core has only one
FPU and is executing two threats If the
next instruction in each thread is a floating
point multiplication then the core executes the
multiplication instruction from one thread while
the other thread waits All of this means that threads
their own
run faster if they all run on
ran

on

separate

cores

may

cores

def A logical

of
a

core

refers to the

ability

with SMT support to
single sequence of instructions threat
a

CPU

core

execute

laptop has 6 physical CPU cores
and 12 logical cores Each CPU core has
ex

My

2 logical

cores

def A register

located

in

a

fast to
RAM or
provide

a

CPU

access

a

is

as

location that is
memory
core
Registers are very
compared

to

accessing

but typically only
the hard drive
very small amount of storage
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Memory

Jef Random

physical
memory RAM
a type of
memory in a computer
memory is
that is fast to access i.e faster than reading writing
to disk but slower than registers and CPU cache
or

access

Physical memory consists of a finite
addresses at each of which I byte
is

stored 64 bit computers

set of
8 bits

support having
addresses
at most 264 physical
memory
264 bytes I 18,446,744 terabytes Most computers don't
can

have this much memory

note there is a l l mapping between an address
and its contents so it makes sense to
talk about pages see below as being blocks of
addresses and about pages as being blocks of memory
interchangably

a virtual address
computer
264 integers O to 264 1
is
of
list
a
space
called addresses each of which is potentially
mapped to a physical memory address by

Jef On

64 bit

a

the OS CPU

Jef A virtual address space is divided into equal
sized contiguous pieces called pages The size of
each page is dictated by the CPU and OS
Pages may also be referred to as virtual pages
memory pages
ex

or

My laptop has

I 4 kilobytes

This

logical pages
a

is

page
a

Jef Physical memory

size

common

is

of 4096 bytes
page

size

also broken up into

equal sized contiguous pieces These pieces
the same size
are also called pages and are
as virtual pages These pages may also be
referred to as frames page frames or physical
pages

note Virtual pages are potentially mapped to physical
It
is this
pages by the 051PM
mapping
that induces the mapping of virtual addresses

to physical addresses

note See the next section for an
explanation of the
potentially s above

def Generally speaking latency is a time
delay between the cause and the effect
of some change in a system
def Memory latency is the time that a memory
operation read write send of I byte takes to complete

A CPU executes a read instruction to
obtain the value of a byte stored at an
address in RAM The time that elapses between
the execution of the instruction and the point
at which the requested byte is returned is
the latency of this particular operation
ex

A

initiates a data transfer of
I byte
RAM to a GPU's memory
The latency of this operation is the time that
the transfer takes from its initiation to
the data beingreceived by the GPU
ex

CPU
from

note We might also
over

average latency
operations

Jef Throughput
is

the term latency to
many similar repeated

use

mean

the rate at which data
being transferred across a given path
is

Jef Bandwidth is the maximum rate of data
transfer across a given path In other words
bandwidth is maximum throughput
suppose that RAM to GPU memory bandwidth
GB second A program that sends data
is
at 500 MB second
from RAM to GPU
memory
has a throughput of 500 MB second We
would be unable to write a
program with a
ex

throughput of

2 GB second

and Swap Files

6 Processes Threads
def A

that

process

contains

is

an

the

entity

created

by the

OS

that a program
along with at least one thread

needs to run
of execution that

resources

The resources
contained in a
process include among other things
a virtual address space and a set of environment
the program

runs

variables

def A threat is
that consists of a
note Each

process
space

an

entity within

process
sequence of instructions
process shares that
including its virtual address

thread within
resources

a

a

the memory used by all
running processes may
exceed the total amount of physical
that
memory
the system has available To address this issue
the OS saves the least accessed physical pages
to disk which frees
up those pages to be

note

used

by

other processes

def The file to which pages are
on
disk is called a swap file
def A page

attempts to

fault

occurs

access

address contained
written to disk

in

when

written to

a

process
read from or write to
a
page that has been

an

the OS writes
page fault occurs
some
infrequently accessed page to disk and
reads the
that the process was attempting
page
to access into its place Then the OS maps
the address of the virtual
page to the physical
Then the Os
page that has just been read into
repeats the process last step i e to read or write
to the same address mentioned above It now
succeeds because the physical page that the virtual
note When

a

page being accessed refers to
physical memory

is

now

present

in

note A binary file is run in the following
I The OS creates a new process
manner
2 The
binary file is read into memory
from disk into physical pages mapped
to by virtual pages owned by the
process

3 The OS tells

to start
executing the instructions in the binary file
which are now held in
memory
a

CPU

core

Jef A program's stack is a stack the data
structure that has one frame added to it
each time a function is called and has a frame
removed each time a function returns The frames
of the stack store all variables that are defined
in their corresponding functions

def A program's heap is a collection of memory
hat can be manually allocated deallocated to
throughout a program's execution and whose
allocations are not destroyed after the function
n which
an allocation was made returns

process has its
own
stack but a process has only one heap
that all of its threads share
note Each thread

Two

def

or

more

in

a

threads

run

sequentially

CPU core
if
without SMT
each thread is executed in full
one
after
on

single

a

another

def Two

or

more

threads

concurrently
without SMT
if

run

single CPU core
their execution is interleaved as follows One
thread runs at a time and is paused after a
on

a

period of time allowing another threat to run for
the next time period Threats maycomplete before
occurs
a time period has elapsed When this
another thread begins to execute immediately

def Two

they
e.g

are
on

or

more

threads

run

in

parallel if

at exactly the same time
two separate physical CPU cores
run

A computer may have many more threats that
need to run at the same time than there are
note

CPU

cores

available

assume

none

of the

cores

have

SMT
def The scheduler

the part of the OS that
helps manage how active threats are executed
by the computer's CPU cores It takes an active

thread that
and

tells

an

is

not currently being executed
available CPU core to execute

is

it for some short period of time When the period
of time is up the thread is paused and

the CPU core is made available for another
threat or the one that was just paused to resume
start
or
its execution
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Interpreted

Programming Languages

def A compiled programming language is one where
human readable source code is transformed compiled
into binary files consisting of instructions that
are
the OS itself
run

by

ex

Ctt

is

a

compiled language

Jef An interpreted programming language is one
where human readable source code is parsed
and executed by a binary file that is being
run
by the OS
Python is an interpreted language The
python interpreter is a binary file that runs
a spy file in the following manner
1 Transform compile the
py file to
a lower level representation
python bytecode
and save the result to disk in a pye file
2 Execute the bytecode contained in the
ex

pyo file

note It

is

imprecise to

language itself
terms refer to

as

compiled

a

particular

refer
or

to

a

programming

interpreted These

implementation of a language

The above example describes the most commonly used
python implementation CPython whose interpreter
It could also describe other
is written in C
implementations that operate in a similar manner
Despite the existence of Python and other python
interpreters it is also possible to write a python
compiler that compiles python code to machine
code So it doesn't make sense to call the
python

any language interpreted
Also note that one could write a
interpreter for Ctt

language

or

or

compiled

CPython

style
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